The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental DisordersFifth Edition (DSM-5), similar to the prior edition (DSM-IV-TR), defines attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) with a list of nine inattentive and nine hyperactive-impulsive behavioral symptoms, with slightly expanded content to capture age-related variability in symptoms, of which children must manifest at least six in one of the two symptom domains, as well as substantial interference in functioning occurring in two or more settings (e.g., at home and at school; American Psychiatric Association, 2013). The DSM-5 text strongly encourages clinicians to obtain information from more than one informant who see the individual in more than one setting, such as parents and teachers. The DSM-5 text explains that "confirmation of substantial symptoms across setting typically cannot be done accurately without consulting informants who have seen the individual in those settings" ( American Psychiatric Association, 2013, pp. 37-38 ). Yet, there remains no standardized approach to integration of these multiple sources of information in making an ADHD diagnosis for research orperhaps more importantly-clinical purposes. The DSM-5 did not provide one due to insufficient empirical data on the best approach. This paper attempts to fill that gap.
Prior work indicates that young children are less than adequate informants about their externalizing behavior problems, particularly in the domains of inattention and hyperactivity-impulsivity, based on low agreement of children's ratings with parent and teacher ratings (Bird, Gould, & Staghezza, 1992; Loeber, Green, Lahey, & Stouthamer-Loeber, 1989 ; reviewed by De Los Reyes & Kazdin, 2005) . Further, research on clinical assessment procedures suggests that clinician judgment, by itself, can be less than ideal due to the presence of rating biases (Dawes, Faust, & Meehl, 1989; Holmbeck et al., 2008; Voigt et al., 2007) , and in the case of ADHD, it is not clear that it is cost-effective over and above parent and teacher report on symptom checklists (Pelham, Fabiano, & Massetti, 2005) . Whereas parents and teachers are the key sources of information in ADHD evaluation, individual parent and teacher ratings are also subject to rater bias effects. Their appropriate combination, however, is likely to enhance diagnostic validity. Parents and teachers both appear to provide reliable, discriminant, and dimensional ratings of childhood ADHD symptoms, and these ratings have demonstrated convergent validity (Gomez, 2007 (Gomez, , 2008 Gomez, Vance, & Gomez, 2011) .
Crucially, parent and teacher ratings of child ADHD symptoms are only moderately correlated (rϳ.6). These moderate correlations may reflect systematic measurement error due to response styles, rating biases, unique perspectives of raters, or crosssituational variability in child symptom expression (Achenbach, 2011; De Los Reyes, 2013; De Los Reyes et al., 2011; Dirks, De Los Reyes, Briggs-Gowan, Cella, & Wakschlag, 2012; Piacentini, Cohen, & Cohen, 1992) . In particular, data on youth psychopathology, though not specific to ADHD, suggest that some of the unique variance reflects situation-specific behaviors and that this information can enhance the prediction of mood problems and functioning (De Los Reyes, Henry, Tolan, & Wakschlag, 2009; Dirks, Boyle, & Georgiades, 2011; Dirks et al., 2012) . Despite these insights, there remains no empirically based consensus on the best way to integrate parent and teacher reports of ADHD symptoms to diagnose ADHD, and the sources of disagreement among raters of ADHD have not been fully explored. Currently, researchers and clinicians use a variety of ad hoc approaches to integrate across parent and teacher ratings.
One such approach, commonly utilized in research studies because it was relied on in the DSM-IV field trials (Lahey et al., 1994) , is often referred to as the or algorithm. This approach specifies that a symptom is present if either the parent or the teacher endorses a specific symptom. Each symptom is only counted once (even if both raters endorse it), so that the number of symptoms present when counted still yields a score from 0 to 9 for the 9 items of the inattentive and hyperactive-impulsive scales, respectively. This approach to integration of symptom ratings across multiple informants is simple, easily standardized, and reasonably easy to utilize in clinical settings. Yet, this approach has several problems that may lower the validity of ADHD diagnoses (Solanto & Alvir, 2009; Valo & Tannock, 2010) . For example, if one rater has an acquiescence bias and agrees to all symptoms, ratings of the other rater are essentially ignored because it is sufficient for one rater to endorse a symptom. Additionally, random measurement error will not cancel out symmetrically. That is, if random error leads to the false rating that a symptom is present, a symptom is coded as present. If, however, random error leads to a false rating that a symptom is absent, it may have no effect as long as the other rater correctly rates the symptom as present. Additionally, if each rater rates three different symptoms, a child can meet criteria for ADHD despite exhibiting few problems in either setting. Such a diagnosis of ADHD would look different, but be similarly labeled as a child who exhibits extensive symptoms in both settings. Further, the or algorithm becomes increasingly problematic as the number of raters increases because, as the number of reporters increase, symptom levels necessarily become inflated to the point that, with enough reporters, a child with few symptoms in any one setting may still be described as exhibiting every ADHD symptom. These undesirable consequences of the or algorithm undermine the benefit of multitrait multimethod assessments, wherein adding more data sources should increase validity (Campbell & Fiske, 1959; Connelly & Ones, 2010; Schimmack, 2010) . It is difficult to escape the impression that, despite its convenience, the or algorithm is a suboptimal scoring method to integrate ratings across multiple individuals.
A second approach, which we refer to as the and algorithm, counts symptoms as present only if parent and teacher agree that a symptom is present. This scoring algorithm suffers from the same psychometric problems as the or algorithm, but with the opposite bias such that children with ADHD problems may remain undiagnosed and untreated. The reason is that a single rater with a conservative bias can dominate the diagnosis. In conclusion, to improve the diagnosis of ADHD, it is necessary to develop scoring methods that reduce systematic measurement error that is unique to individual raters, to evaluate these two approaches directly against one another for validity, and to consider additional alternative approaches as well.
We propose an alternative method that does not rely on dichotomous scoring of symptoms as either present or absent. Rather, we consider symptom ratings as a probabilistic function of symptom severity. This scoring method can take severity of symptom ratings into account (i.e., if each symptom is rated on a 0 -3 scale as is commonly done in ADHD evaluations, that information is retained). Further, symptom ratings can be averaged even if raters disagree in the rating of a specific symptom. Thus, this approach allows for severity and more continuous aspects of symptomatology to be taken into consideration and is consistent with taxometric analyses of ADHD (Marcus & Barry, 2011) . This scoring method is as simple as the or or the and algorithm, but it has the potential additional advantage that rater biases are reduced by averaging across raters with different rating biases. We evaluate this hypothesis here.
The current paper provides, to our knowledge, the first empirical comparison of the validity of or, and, and average rating algorithms for combining informant data for ADHD. It does so by pitting each method against a "gold standard" of a best-estimate diagnosis provided by a clinical diagnostic team comprising a licensed child clinical psychologist and a board-certified child psychiatrist, who utilized a structured diagnostic interview, clinician observations, as well as additional parent and teacher ratings and comments to arrive independently at their best estimate opinion. Their consensus opinion becomes the gold standard in each case.
In addition, using a multitrait multimethod structural equation modeling approach, we provide a critical evaluation of how much additional raters (i.e., mother, father, teacher) can increase validity of ADHD diagnosis and whether specific raters (e.g., teachers, mothers) outperform other raters (e.g., parents, fathers). As a secondary check on the effectiveness of the winning method, we consider the issue of the potential redundant information in the ADHD symptom list, one of the longest symptom lists of any disorder in the DSM. We include herein what is, to our knowledge, the first test using these methods of whether the nine symptoms per symptom domain can be cut in half with comparable validity (Kessler et al., 2010) .
for mothers and N ϭ 476 for fathers) and teachers (N ϭ 629), recruited from the community and deliberately oversampled for ADHD. After our evaluation, 330 children (45.5% of the sample) exhibited clinically significant (or diagnostic) levels of ADHD symptoms. The most common child clinical problems were oppositional defiant disorder (n ϭ 139 [19.2%] 9%] in those with ADHD). The percentage of the ethnic minority or Hispanic were similar to the local community (28.5%) and family income ranged from $0 to $600,000 per year (M ϭ $67,550, SD ϭ 47,323), as reported by parents. Children came from 426 families; 299 families had two children in the study, and the nonindependence of sibling data was handled statistically, as explained later. Approximately 265 families (60%) lived together (vs. being divorced or separated). All families completed parent written informed consent and child written informed assent, and study procedures were approved by the university Institutional Review Board, as well as were consistent with the guidelines of the American Psychological Association and National Institutes of Health.
Recruitment and Identification
To avoid the well-known inferential biases that attend upon clinic-based enrollment, a community-based recruitment strategy was used, with mass mailings to parents in local school districts, public advertisements, as well as flyers at local clinics. Families who volunteered then passed through a standard multigate screening process to identify cases and noncases eligible for the study based on standard DSM-IV criteria (in use at the time of recruitment). At Stage I, all families were screened by phone to rule out youth prescribed long-acting psychotropic medication (e.g., antidepressants), neurological impairments, seizure history, head injury with loss of consciousness, other major medical conditions, or a prior diagnosis of mental retardation or autistic disorder, as reported by parent. Approximately 20% of families were screened out at this point.
At Stage II, parents and teachers of remaining eligible youth completed several standardized rating scales, including the ADHD Rating Scale (ADHD-RS; DuPaul, Power, Anastopolous, & Reid, 1998). In addition, one parent completed a structured clinical interview, Kiddie Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia (KSADS-E; Puig-Antich & Ryan, 1986), modified for DSM-IV, to ascertain symptom presence, onset, duration, and impairment (in the case of siblings, often, but not always, the same parent for both siblings). Exactly 134 children in the current sample (40% of the ADHD youth) had ever been prescribed psychostimulant medication, similar to population estimates in this age range (Froehlich et al., 2007) . Parents and teachers were instructed to rate children's behavior when not taking psychostimulant medication, although it is recognized that parents may be more able to do this than teachers.
The data from the interview and parent and teacher rating scales were then presented to a clinical diagnostic team consisting of a board-certified child psychiatrist and licensed clinical child psychologist to implement a best-estimate diagnostic procedure. Their agreement rates were acceptable for ADHD diagnosis ( Ն .89). This best-estimate diagnostic procedure with attendant symptom counts was utilized as a "gold-standard" criterion to examine predictive validity.
Measures
ADHD symptoms. For primary analysis, maternal, paternal, and teacher report on ADHD symptoms was obtained on the ADHD-RS (DuPaul et al., 1998) , a common method used by researchers and clinicians. Here, each ADHD symptom is rated using a 4-point scale ranging from 0 (never, or rarely) to 3 (very often). Each informant provided ratings for all of the 18 DSM-IV symptoms (i.e., nine inattentive, nine hyperactive-impulsive symptoms).
Executive function. All children completed a neuropsychological testing battery after a minimum washout period of 24 hr for short-acting preparations and 48 hr for long-acting preparations (washout range 24 -152 hr, M ϭ 58 hr). The testing battery included tasks chosen to assess a variety of neuropsychological domains deemed especially relevant to ADHD. The neuropsychological battery and its factor analysis are described in Nikolas and Nigg (2013) . They were administered in a fixed order as follows:
(1) Working memory: Stars task. We developed a computerized task modeled on Engle (2002) . This was a dual task working memory assessment; on each trial of the task, participants either counted objects or remembered their location, while remembering a changing rule and keeping track of the sum.
(2) Memory span and working memory: Spatial span. Children completed a computerized version of the spatial working memory task (see Martinussen & Tannock, 2006) to examine visuospatial span and working memory capabilities, which required them to recall and reproduce the location of up to 9 objects in forward or backward order (3) Memory span and working memory: Digit span. Youth completed the WISC-IV Digit Span task to assess verbal span (forward) and working memory (backward).
(4) Interference control: DKEFS color-word interference. This subtest from the Delis-Kaplan Executive Function System (DKEFS; Delis, Kaplan, & Kramer, 2001 ) was administered to assess interference control; it is similar to the classic Stroop task except with four conditions: color naming of nonword patches, reading color names in black ink, an inhibition condition (incongruent color word and ink color, name the color), and a switch condition in which some items must be read rather than named.
(5) Response suppression/inhibition: Stop task. The stop task (Logan, 1994) was administered to assess response inhibition; it requires the suppression of a prepotent motor response.
This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly. (Toplak, Dockstader, & Tannock, 2006) . (9) Processing speed and set shifting: DKEFS trailmaking task. The DKEFS trailmaking task (Delis et al., 2001) was administered to assess cognitive-control and setshifting abilities.
As described in Nikolas and Nigg (2013) , a seven-factor neuropsychological model (factors labeled as inhibition, working memory, processing speed, memory span, response variability, arousal, and temporal information processing) exhibited the best fit, compared with competing models. Three factor scores (working memory, speed, inhibition) deemed most relevant to ADHD based on prior literature (Barkley, 1997; Nigg, 2006) were retained for the present study analyses to serve as further cross-validation evidence. They were standardized and summed to form a composite of executive function problems often associated with ADHD.
Data Analysis
Structural equation modeling (SEM) was conducted in Mplus (version 7.11) using theta parameterization and weighted least squares means and variance adjusted (WLSMV) estimation, as recommended for ordinal items (i.e., symptoms; Muthen & Muthen, 2013) . The dependency among data from siblings was accounted for using the clustering feature of Mplus. This function adjusts standard error estimates based on the intraclass correlation of the data. Full information maximum likelihood was used to address missingness (7% for maternal report, 13% for teacher report; 35% for father report). This data was missing due to some informants being unavailable or choosing not to complete questionnaires. Some teacher ratings were missing due to data collection continuing in summers.
Our model of ADHD symptom ratings is illustrated in Figure 1 . To reflect the presumptive model in DSM-5, we fitted a model with two distinct but correlated ADHD factors. The magnitude of this correlation provides information about the discriminant validity of the two factors. A correlation of 1 would indicate that the two factors are redundant, whereas correlations less than 1 indicate that children can have distinct profiles with higher scores on one factor than the other. Each ADHD factor (i.e., inattention and hyperactivity-impulsivity) was based on the three rater-specific factors for ratings by the mother, father, and teacher.
One major challenge in modeling of multiple-method (or rater) data is model identification (Schimmack, 2010) . A minimum of three raters are needed to estimate validity coefficients for each rater, but this model makes the restrictive assumption that rater biases are independent. This assumption is typically violated for ratings by mothers and fathers, who often show a common rating bias (Zou, Schimmack, & Gere, 2013) . To examine multimethod data with partially correlated method variances, a minimum of four methods are needed. To obtain a fourth method, we capitalized on the well-established finding that ADHD symptoms are correlated with performance on executive function tasks (Barkley, 1997; Nikolas & Nigg, 2013; Pennington & Ozonoff, 1996; Willcutt, Doyle, Nigg, Faraone, & Pennington, 2005) . The advantage of executive function tasks is that these laboratory tasks do not share method variance with symptom ratings while they still pick up aspects of the hypothesized latent ADHD variable. Therefore, to facilitate model identification, the performance score on the executive function tasks was included in the model.
A potential concern with use of these tasks is that they are not a diagnostic criterion for ADHD per se. However, for our purposes of validating ADHD symptom ratings, it is not necessary that executive functioning is used for ADHD diagnosis. It is merely sufficient that performance on these tasks is correlated with ADHD symptoms and that this correlation is not spurious due to rating biases. Similarly, an objective measure of height could be used to validate self-reports of weight. With a true correlation of r ϭ .50 between height and weight, self-reports of weight are more valid measures of weight if they correlate more strongly with height. Following this logic, utilization of child performance on executive function tasks in the SEM allowed us to compare the validity of ADHD symptom ratings by different raters, especially teachers versus parents. Because the model was identified by means of having four indicators, we were able to allow the residual variances in the inattention and hyperactivity-impulsivity factors of mothers and fathers to be freely correlated, rather than requiring them to be uncorrelated, and thus address their nonindependence.
Following common procedures for multimethod data, our model also allowed for correlations between the residual variances of the inattentive and hyperactive-impulsive factors by the same rater (e.g., teacher inattention and teacher hyperactivity-impulsivity; Kenny & Kashy, 1992) . The rater-specific factors were defined by the nine symptom ratings for each dimension. We also allowed for symptom-specific correlations among the three raters. These correlations measure agreement between raters on a specific item after controlling for general agreement. Finally, given the large age range of the sample and the possibility that age influenced model results, we modeled the effect of child age on executive function and ADHD symptoms.
To examine the validity of different scoring algorithms, we estimated the correlation between the latent ADHD factors in Figure 1 and average, "or," and "and" manifest scale scores by adding scale scores to the model, regressing scale scores onto the defining items, and estimating the total correlation between the latent factors and the manifest scale scores. This correlation can be interpreted as a validity coefficient, and the square of this coefficient is an estimate of the amount of valid variance in scale scores (Campbell & Fiske, 1959; Schimmack, 2010) . This procedure was carried out separately for the inattention factor and the hyperactivity-impulsivity factor. We also examined This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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whether the nine-item scales for each symptom dimension can be shortened without a loss of validity. Finally and critically, we compared the various scoring algorithms in terms of their ability to predict the final diagnosis of a diagnostic team.
Results
We fitted the theoretical model in Figure 1 . The initial model had acceptable model fit using standard criteria of RMSEA Ͻ .06 and CFI Ͼ .95 (Hu & Bentler, 1999; McDonald & Ho, 2002) . We next imposed some equality constraints on the model to create a more parsimonious model. First, we constrained item loadings to be equal (i.e., fixed the unstandardized loadings for each inattentive item and for each hyperactive-impulsive item to one). Model fit remained approximately the same, and inspection of modification indices revealed no items that consistently decreased model fit. This finding suggests that items have practically equal validity as indicators of ADHD. We also constrained the factor loadings for mothers and fathers to be equal, and model fit was unchanged, indicating that mothers and fathers are equally valid raters of ADHD symptoms. Fit of the final model was RMSEA ϭ .042; 90% CI [.04, .044]; CFI ϭ .97. The model parameters of the final model are shown in Figure 1 . To check how the presence of missing data influenced the model, we reran it using listwise deletion with largely unchanged results (i.e., RMSEA of .041; 90% CI [.037, .045]; CFI ϭ .97).
Age was a weak predictor of the inattention factor and only a slightly stronger predictor of hyperactivity-impulsivity. Weak age effects are to be expected because raters are asked to rate symptoms relative to other children of the same age. Figure 1 also shows that inattention and hyperactivity are strongly related factors, r ϭ .79. However, the correlation is significantly lower than one, providing support for the hypothesis that ADHD is a multidimensional disorder with correlated factors.
Mother-rated Inattention Inattention
Teacher-rated Inattention Figure 1 . Simplified SEM of mother, father, and teacher ADHD symptom ratings. All loadings significant at p Ͻ .01.
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MULTIPLE INFORMANT INTEGRATION IN ADHD
The validity coefficients (i.e., loading of rater-specific factors on the general factors) show higher validity for teacher's inattention ratings than parents' inattention ratings. This could reflect the advantage of teachers to observe children in more demanding situations that require controlled attention. For hyperactivityimpulsivity, validity coefficients for parents and teachers were practically equivalent. In general, the validity coefficients are high and indicate that more than 50% of the variance in a rater-specific factor reflects variation in the general factor.
The factor loadings of individual symptom items on their respective factors were all very high (.88 for inattention and .85 for hyperactivity-impulsivity). This finding shows that raters respond to these items in similar ways and is consistent with our assumption that item responses are predominantly based on a general dimension of symptom severity and to a lesser extent on symptom specific information. The high factor loadings leave relatively little residual variance that could produce symptom specific agreement between raters (this is because some of the residual variance is simply random measurement error as well).
This impression is corroborated by an inspection of the residual correlations among ratings of the same item by the three raters (see Table 1 ). Rater agreement in specific symptoms would require convergent validity across all three raters. However, only three or four of nine items within ADHD symptom domain show significant convergent validity across parent and teacher ratings for inattention and hyperactivity-impulsivity. Lack of evidence for convergent validity for the other items raises concerns about scoring algorithms that focus on individual items to diagnose ADHD.
Assessing ADHD: Use of Different Scoring Algorithms
To compare relative performance of different scoring algorithms, scale composites of inattention and hyperactivityimpulsivity were generated across mother, father, and teacher ratings of ADHD symptoms using average, or, and and algorithm approaches. These composites were included in the model and regressed on all items. In addition, a latent sum score was created by regressing all items on a latent variable with fixed coefficients of 1 and setting the residual variance at zero. This variable is equivalent to a scale that simply sums all items, but because this variable is perfectly dependent on the items, it is necessary to use a latent variable. As causal arrows flow from the latent factors through the observed item ratings to the scales, it is possible to obtain the total indirect effect from the latent variables to the scale composites.
These total effects are reported in Table 2 . The average inattention and hyperactivity-impulsivity composites exhibited stronger associations with the inattentive and hyperactivity-impulsivity latent factors than the composites using the or algorithm and the and algorithm. The nonoverlapping confidence intervals show that the averaging method is significantly more strongly related to the latent factors than the or and the and algorithms. Squaring these path coefficients provides an estimate of the amount of valid variance for the various scoring methods when the latent factors are assumed to be estimates of the true variance in inattention and hyperactivity-impulsivity (Schimmack, 2010) . The amount of valid variance ranges from 72% for the averaging algorithm to 30% using the and algorithm for the hyperactivity-impulsivity scale and 41% using the and algorithm for the inattention scale.
Exploration of Short Version of ADHD Scale
The utility of a short average composite was also evaluated. Based on relative proportion frequencies, we chose those items that seemed to best differentiate between high and low levels of ADHD symptoms (i.e., had more nearly equal proportion of symptom endorsement across severity ratings within each rater). We were left with four items on each symptom domain scale ("close attention," "follow through," "organization," and "loses things" for inattention and "fidgets," "talks a lot," "blurts," and "interrupts, intrudes" for hyperactivity-impulsivity). As shown in Table 2 , these short average composites performed comparably to the longer average composite and better than the long or and and algorithm composites in relation to their association with the latent inattention, r ϭ .86, p Ͻ .01, and hyperactivity-impulsivity, r ϭ .82, p Ͻ .01, factors.
Criterion Validity
The previous conclusions about validity rested on the assumption that the shared variance across raters represents variation in ADHD factors that underlie ADHD symptoms. Another way to validate scoring algorithms is to use the various scales to predict ADHD diagnosis by a diagnostic team. This criterion is often used as a gold standard to validate less costly measures of ADHD. To This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
obtain a dichotomous score of ADHD as present or absent, we used an average of one as the cutoff point on a simple average of the short-scale for inattention and hyperactivity-impulsivity. It is important to realize that this validation test is potentially biased against the averaging algorithm and the and algorithm, because the diagnostic team most likely tended to follow convention and to apply the or algorithm in cases of diagnostic uncertainty. Nevertheless, the averaging algorithm outperformed the or algorithm, the better of the two traditional scoring algorithms, in diagnostic sensitivity and specificity (see Table 3 ). Both algorithms would have correctly identified children without ADHD in most instances (91%) compared with diagnostic gold standard. However, the or algorithm was much less likely to correctly identify ADHD compared with the diagnostic team and the average algorithm; in 32% of cases, the or algorithm did not identify ADHD when the diagnostic team did, compared with the averaging algorithm that only failed to correctly identify ADHD in 17% of instances. Further, the averaging algorithm outperformed the or algorithm in both positive and negative predictive power (. 
Discussion
Valid diagnosis of ADHD is crucial for optimal treatment of ADHD, yet validity of current standardized approaches to integration of multiple informant reports of ADHD symptoms remains an unresolved issue. Like its predecessor DSM-IV-TR, the DSM-5 urges integration of information from multiple sources for diagnosis of ADHD (American Psychiatric Association, 2013) . However, there is practical disagreement about the optimal way to integrate information from multiple raters. In this study, we proposed and evaluated a standardized approach grounded in psychometric theories of multitrait multimethod data (Campbell & Fiske, 1959; Schimmack, 2010) that relied on an average of parent and teacher ratings and compared this approach to alternative scoring methods such as the or and and algorithms validated using gold standard best estimate diagnosis by a clinical team.
We fitted covariances among child ADHD symptom ratings by mothers, fathers, and one teacher in a structural equation model that postulated two latent ADHD symptom domains: inattention and hyperactivity-impulsivity, in line with the DSM-5 (American Psychiatric Association, 2013) . This model exhibited acceptable fit to the data. Although this model exhibited acceptable fit to the data, it is important to point out this is not necessarily the best model of ADHD; rather, it happens to be consistent with DSM-5's implied conceptualization of ADHD. Other work, including our own (Martel, von Eye, & Nigg, 2010) and others (Toplak et al., 2009) suggests that ADHD may be best described using a bifactor model (vs. one-, two-, three-factor or second-order factor models) with a general ADHD factor and partially distinct specific factors of inattention and hyperactivity-impulsivity. Yet, such a model has not yet demonstrated clinical utility and so for simplicity was omitted here.
We then examined how much variance this general ADHD factor explained in manifest measures of ADHD that used different scoring methods. An unweighted average of nine inattentive and hyperactive-impulsive items rated by all three informants was most strongly related to the inattention and hyperactivityimpulsivity latent factors. A shorter scale with four inattentive and four hyperactive-impulsive items per rater was also strongly related to the inattentive and hyperactive-impulsive latent factors. The short average performed as well or better than the or algorithm in diagnostic sensitivity and specificity. This likely happened for two reasons. First, the or scoring method cannot reduce rater bias, This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
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whereas averaging reduces rating biases that are unique to a single rater. Second, the and algorithm assumes that raters agree on specific items that are treated like unique symptoms, but our psychometric model shows that raters agree predominantly on general factors underlying symptom ratings and that many items show no agreement between teacher and parent ratings after controlling for general agreement. Based on these findings, we recommend consideration of utilization of an average composite in quantification of symptom counts in diagnosis of ADHD. Such an approach would advance research and clinical practice in the field by standardizing diagnostic practice (Voigt et al., 2007) , although-of course-our results first need to be replicated and validated vis a vis impairment and-of course-may not always operate perfectly at the level of the individual child. Namely, we advocate symptoms to be averaged (or summed which is equivalent) at the symptom domain (inattention, hyperactivityimpulsivity) or overall diagnostic category (ADHD) level within reporter, and then an average taken across reporters to determine child symptom counts and diagnostic status. Our study also provided new insights into other issues in the diagnosis of ADHD. First, in line with DSM-5, our model suggests that ADHD is a multidimensional construct. At the same time, our model showed that these two factors are strongly correlated with each other, suggesting a common etiology, consistent with recently supported bifactor models of ADHD (Martel et al., 2010; Toplak et al., 2009) . Second, our model showed strong loadings of ratings by mothers, fathers, and teachers on the general factor, indicating that all three raters provide valid information about ADHD. Loadings for mother and father were high, even after allowing for shared rating biases between them, indicating that agreement is not just a method artifact. Because of the high agreement between mothers and fathers and shared method variance between them, it may be sufficient to obtain ratings from only one parent; either the mother or father. Furthermore, based on our results, teachers may be slightly better raters of inattentive symptoms than parents, perhaps because they are more easily able to compare individual child behavior with same-age peers in the classroom.
Third, we found rather modest evidence for agreement in ratings of specific items after controlling for agreement on the general factors. This finding raises concern about the interpretation of items as symptoms and scoring methods that add up individual symptoms. Instead, it seems most accurate to consider individual symptoms as probabilistic behavioral manifestations of ADHD severity that can be usefully summarized as a composite rating within symptom domain. It is, of course, possible that ADHD is a broad disorder that has distinct manifestations across settings via different constellations of symptoms (e.g., see Barkley, 1997; Nigg & Casey, 2005; Sonuga-Barke, Bitsakou, & Thompson, 2010) . However, to examine this hypothesis, it will be necessary to develop new measures that demonstrate convergent validity in ratings of specific symptoms. A single item is likely to be insufficient to achieve this goal.
Of course, our study has a number of limitations that should be addressed in future research. Although the sample used here had substantial advantages in avoiding both the inferential biases of clinic referred samples and the lack of depth of population surveys, it will be important to extend these results to other populations and samples and to examine adults when self-report becomes more important. Because ADHD is a neurodevelopmental disorder, it will be particularly important for future work and replications to evaluate possible developmental change in this model across the life span, particularly due to recently expanded symptom item content in DSM-5 designed to account for age-related variability in symptoms. We did not have that content available for the present study. Although helpful for model stabilization and testing of relative importance of raters, the inclusion of executive function (EF) in the ADHD model might be considered a limitation since EF is not part of the diagnostic criteria for ADHD, EF tasks have shared variance, and can influence and be influenced by other child clinical comorbidities such as learning disorders (Miyake et al., 2000) . SEM helps validate correlational structure and also helps to estimate reliability-corrected correlations; however, it is not comprehensive in that it assumes linearity and, like all correlational methods, does not demonstrate causality (Kline, 2011) . In addition, our study had missing data, although we conducted secondary checks on this point with little effect on model fit. The diagnostic team saw parent and teacher ratings on the ADHD Rating Scale as one of several factors in determining gold standard ADHD diagnosis; this could have inflated correlations between rater report and gold standard case identification. An important direction for future work is further validation research with additional validation criteria (e.g., observational ratings of ADHD and/or impairment; treatment effectiveness; neurological correlates) and in clinical settings at the individual child level. It will also be important to compare a simple averaging algorithm with more complex scoring algorithms that take symptom profiles into account (De Los Reyes et al., 2009; Dirks et al., 2012) . Finally, it is important to continue to critically evaluate choice of and utility of use of multiple informants (Kraemer et al., 2003) . For example, we did not include child report, which may become important particularly during adolescence.
Despite these limitations, our study utilizes a large, communitybased sample of well-characterized ADHD and non-ADHD youth that represents the spectrum of ADHD severity in the community and provides the first evaluation as to the utility of psychometric analysis to examine and increase the validity of ADHD diagnosis. The results provide empirical evidence against the use of traditional scoring methods of or or and algorithms. Given the need for valid diagnosis, practitioners are advised to use our scoring algorithm at least in combination with the traditional scoring algorithm at present. Discrepancies between reporters in ratings of ADHD symptoms are likely, at least in part, due to error variance and are best treated using an averaging approach, at least given currently available diagnostic measures.
